SUBSCRIBE TODAY:
Order National Geographic Magazine online and bring a year of history to your door.

Beyond the Movie—Online and on Video
Read true tales that inspired the blockbuster, a Q&A with the stars, and more. Or buy our video Beyond the Movie: Pearl Harbor.

Behind the June National Geographic Article
Relive the attack on the U.S.S. Arizona—both online and in print—with exclusive photos, field notes, and more in the June National Geographic magazine.

Multimedia Map and Time Line: Photos, footage, firsthand accounts, and narration bring the attack on Pearl Harbor in Oahu, Hawaii, to life—moment by moment, target by target.

Searchable Archive of Survivors’ Stories: Read personal tales of heroism and disaster, find a long-lost friend, or submit your own true tale of December 7, 1941.

Pearl Harbor Ships and Planes, World War II Time Line, and More: Get the facts in easy-print form, click to related sites, and review recommended resources.

Register for Nationalgeographic.com E-Mail Newsletters

Visit the official movie site.
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